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 > But as you can see, you are missing the cd in your archive A: With ar you can use the -t flag to specify where the tarball will
be created. So your command should be: ar -t ~/Downloads/sfTV_1_0.zip sfTV_1_0.tar.gz Democratic presidential candidate

Sen. Bernie Sanders has been taking heat from his opponents over the publication of a $250,000 fine issued by the Internal
Revenue Service over a student loan debt issued to his wife Jane Sanders in 2010. The IRS ruled the fine illegal and has sued the

couple, citing a federal law that says a person is personally liable for a debt if they knowingly file a false tax return. The debt
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was for a student loan to Jane Sanders for her graduate school education at the University of Chicago, where she earned a
master's degree in policy and administration in 1983. Sanders has argued that the debt was the result of an IRS administrative
error. He has also said that he should not be made to personally pay because he was not aware of the debt until 2014, when his
tax returns were first audited. More from NBC News: Analysis: How Bernie Sanders' Medicare for All plan could impact the

Supreme Court Bernie Sanders draws heat over student loan debt and how he was fined for it Bernie Sanders' Medicare for All
plan would eliminate private health insurance Sanders told MSNBC's "Morning Joe" program on Thursday that he has not paid
the fine because he has not received any notices from the IRS and the debt has not been collected. However, a source close to
the Sanders campaign told the Washington Examiner that Bernie Sanders has paid the fine. The source also said that Bernie

Sanders has sought legal representation on the matter and that the fine has been canceled. At the same time, the Sanders
campaign released a news release from Jane Sanders and C-SPAN's "Washington Journal" program on Wednesday claiming that
the debt remains in place, but the Sanders campaign said that Jane Sanders has paid off the student loan. Let our news meet your

inbox. The news and stories that matters, delivered weekday mornings. This site is protected by recaptcha The Sanders
campaign did not respond to a request for comment from NBC News on Thursday about the fine. Sanders has also received

criticism for being fined for a student loan that was not in Jane Sanders' name. The Washington Post reported on 82157476af
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